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NOW PUBLISHED 

Order now on Amazon

THE RAVE REVIEWS KEEP COMING IN

PAUL ROSENBERG ON CROOKS AND LIARS
REVIEWS BONNIE WEINSTEIN'S NEW BOOK

"New Book Turns Hate-Mail Lemons To Lemonade"

By: Paul Rosenberg

Monday, August 19, 2019 

"MRFF’s staff, volunteers and supporters provide an
inspiring example for all us in how to survive Trump’s
America. They’ve been doing it since 2005, in the
frontline foxholes, as it were, showing grace—and good
humor—under pressure. Which makes this a particularly
inspiring book about religion in a very dark time."

-Paul Rosenberg
Journalist

(Excerpts from Crooks and Liars/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

The Military Religious Freedom Foundation gets hate-mail like you wouldn't
believe. A new book showing how they handle it provides inspiration for
all surviving Trump's America.

[…]

The state of siege the country has been in since Donald Trump took
office is nothing new to the Military Religious Freedom Foundation,
which has been on the receiving end of almost constant venomous attacks
since its founding in 2005—in the press, in public attacks and private
conversations, and in an unending flood of [mostly] electronic hatemail,
much of it directed personally at MRFF’s leader Mikey Weinstein, an Air
Force Academy graduate, whose fight to defend religious freedom in the
military is not only rooted in his own experience, but in his family history of
military service as well.

You don’t get into battles like this one—and certainly don’t last—
without creativity and humor to keep you going, and thus we have the
second book of hatemail, criticism and threats they’ve been subject to, along
with responses: When Christians Break Bad: Letters from the Insane,
Inane and Profane , edited by MRFF co-founder Bonnie Weinstein, Mikey’s
wife.

[…]

Click to Read Entire Review

ALBERTO SAAVEDRA ON AMAZON
REVIEWS BONNIE WEINSTEIN'S NEW BOOK

"Many don't get the separation of
church and state in the military"

By: Alberto Saavedra

Thursday, August 15, 2019

“Bonnie's book will give you an insight into the mind of
the evangelicals in the armed forces through hate mail the
MRFF gets constantly. The MRFF is in the front lines of
this cultural war. The book is also a lesson on
constitutional law and it gives you an idea of what can be
done to stop these haters' insanity.”

-Alberto Saavedra

Click to Read Entire Review

WHEN CHRISTIANS
BREAK BAD:

Letters from the Insane,
Inane, and Profane

By Bonnie Weinstein
Published by Rare Bird Books

Revealing the most
Vulgar and Vile of

MRFF's incoming mail...

JAW-DROPPING BOOK OF
HATE MAIL, THREATS, AND CRITICISMS

OF MRFF's EFFORTS

From the seven-time Nobel Peace Prize nominated Military
Religious Freedom Foundation's official archives comes
this second jaw-dropping collection of hate mail, threats,
and criticisms of the MRFF's efforts to ensure that all
members of the United States Armed Forces fully receive
the Constitutional guarantees of religious freedom to which
they and all Americans are entitled by virtue of the
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.

Bonnie Weinstein is the cofounder of the Military Religious Freedom
Foundation, an organization dedicated to ensuring that all members of the
United States Armed Forces receive the Constitutional guarantee of religious
freedom to which they and all Americans are entitled. She lives in New
Mexico.

"you ungrateful jerk"

From: (name withheld)
Subject: you ungrateful jerk
Date: August 18, 2019 at 9:56:29 PM MDT
To: Information Weinstein < mikey@militaryreligiousfreedom.org >

Weinstein you wouldn’t even be alive today if it weren’t for Christian
soldiers who fought in WW2.

So why are you fighting that WW2 vets’ Bible on the POW Table in New
Hampshire?You’re existence is a insult to America and all of our military and
veterans.

Your life is a insult to every Christian who has ever wore the uniform.Send
back your Air Academy diploma. Your a total disgrace to our country. And to
your religion too

(name withheld)

To see responses from MRFF Advisory Board Members
Mike Farrell, Larry Wilkerson, John Compere, and Marty France,

and MRFF volunteer Sandra Bell:

Click to Read in Inbox

MRFF Information/Contact:
(505) 250-7727

SUPPORT MRFF!
Your Generous Support Allows us to Continue

our Fight in the Courts and in the Media

Make a Donation

Join MRFF's Constitution Society (Recurring Donation)

Help Build the Wall : Donate a "Brick"!
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